
Leaflet Code: LL332

Need Assistance?
Call 01422 233 136 (8:30am - 5pm)

or 0800 037 0234 (out of office hours)

The Bradshaw Junior bed is a four section electrically profiling bed with 
integral full length wooden safety sides which is suitable for the most 
dependent patients in a community setting. A reliable, lightweight bed 
which is easy to service and clean, the bed has a maximum user weight of  
28st and a safe working load of 34st. 

Installation

•  When the bed is operated, ensure that obstacles 
such as over-bed tables and other furniture are 
not causing an obstruction.

•   Ensure bed is plugged into mains socket, 
switched on and the brakes are applied.

 

•  Before operating the bed, ensure the patient is 
positioned appropriately.

When a patient is left unattended, ensure the bed is 
set at its minimum height.

Quick Glance User Guide

To lock/unlock the handset, turn the handset over 
and insert the key into the recess. Rotate the key 
so that the arrow points to the locked/unlocked/
lock position as required.

Handset Functions Handset Lockout

Backrest up Backrest down

Function LED

Knee Break Up Knee break down

Auto-contour up Auto-contour down

Mattress platform up Mattress platform 
down

Foot down tilt

Power LED Lockout LED

When the power is connected, the power LED 
illuminates. The function LED illuminates when a 
function button has been pressed.

A
B

A = Handset unlocked

B = Handset fully locked

Safety Sides

Lowering the rails
•   Lift the upper side rail vertically

•   Depress the release button - located on the head 
and foot boards

•   Gently lower side rail until fully down

•   Repeat for opposite end of bed

Raising the rails
•   Lift the top rail until it clicks into place at both 

ends. Please refer to your safety side policy when 
using the safety sides.

Brake System

This bed has 4 braked castors
•   To apply the brakes - Press the brake pedal down.

•   To release the brakes - Lift the brake pedal up.

Leg Section

The lower leg section of the bed can be raised to 
enable the patient’s lower legs to remain elevated 
when the leg section is profiled. Once the leg 
section is profiled to the desired angle, the lower leg 
section angle can be set by slowly lifting the section 
manually until the ratchet engages.

To disengage the lower leg section ratchet, slowly 
lift the lower leg section by hand to its highest 
height and then lower all the way down.

Release button

For complete functionality, please refer to the full user guide


